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The Papermeable Complex
houses a recyclable paper
making production facility
integrated with six storeys of
residential units. Situated in
Granton, the proposal aims to
localise production traditional
to the area, designing it
within contemporary context.
Occupying a corner of disused
land,
it
faces
industrial
buildings and recent residential
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development.
The
project
revolves around permeability
as central concept - one of
paper’s inherent qualities - it
explores the term on multiple
scales.
The Papermeable Complex
aims to provide a new lifestyle
in Granton through a layered
language of materials and
porous internal spaces.
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Site: Granton,
Edinburgh

An introduction
My project proposes a smallscale paper making production
house within the centre of
Granton. The program arose
from analysis of Granton’s rich
productive history and aims
to apply these models to a
contemporary context.
Permeability forms the central
concept of the project. Paper’s
inherent material qualities
informed a material, conceptual
and visual language for the
project. The proposal aims
to embody permeability on
multiple scales, from urban
design to dwelling conditions.

urban
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context
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Map: material
histories of the
area

Granton’s production
Granton is located in the North
of Edinburgh on the Firth of
Forth waterfront. Historically,
Granton was a successful
industrial area; a centre for coal
export and import of esparto
grass key to making paper
during the 19th century. From
its prominence as an industrial
harbour in the 1850s to its place
as an industrial powerhouse
at the turn of the century, the
1950s saw a surge in residential
development to house workers.
Presenting a brief material
history shows three objects
manufactured in the area;
central to Edinburgh’s paper
making history.

1
Granton
Harbour

2
Printing
Inks
Factory

a pot of ink

a load of grass

3

Wire
works

a spool of wire

a productive history
a route to paper making
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Antidote to masterplanning
Granton’s current post-industrial
position, a place on the brink of
development, is one of immense
promise. The area has been subject
to multiple development plans
which have not succeeded due
to complex relationships between
landownership
and
developer
interest. The papermeable complex
will aim to harness the ambition to
combine residential and productive
programs, but on a scale more
manageable for residents than largescale planning.

urban:
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permeable potential
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residential

fusion

industry

permeable program
proposal on urban scale
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A mechanised process

1 tonne virgin
printer paper
100 gsm = 80,000
sheets

24 trees
Average of soft & hardwood
Average dimension: d = 0.2 m
h =12 m
1 1tonne
tonnevirgin
virgin
4.4 tonnes of wood pulp
printer
printerpaper
paper
100
100gsm
gsm= =80,000
80,000
sheets
sheets

A recycled process
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1.4 tonnes
waste paper






12 trees
Average of soft &
hardwood at 12 m

1.4
1.4tonnes
tonnes
waste
wastepaper
paper

1 1tonne
tonne
1 tonne virgin
recycled
recycled
newsprint
paper
paper
50 gsm = 160,000
sheets

2.2 tonnes of wood pulp



   

Each metric ton of recycled
paper can save approximately:

   

& dried

19 trees that can absorb 127
kilograms of CO2 from the
atmosphere each year

& dried

 

 

1,500 liters of oil
1 1tonne
tonnevirgin
virgin
newsprint
newsprint
5050gsm
gsm= =160,000
160,000
sheets
sheets

4,400 kilowatts of energy
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Designed process
- show how
stages can
provide closed
loop
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study

Designed process
- show how
stages can
provide closed
loop

paper:

29,000 liters of water

paper making

a comparative study
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input:



Environmental conditions are
catered for through a fully closed
system, collecting rainwater &
retaining heat energy in biomass
combustion.

   

& dried

 

output:
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Dry zone

Wet zone

Electricity generator

Rainwater collection

Dry zone

Heat exchanger

Dry zone

Combusition chamber,
hot flue gas emission

Dry zone

Cyclone biomass furnace

Dry zone

Waste paper collection

paper:
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designed process
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Ground floor plan
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Wet zone

Pulping and deinking

Dry zone

Heat conversion to biomass

Paper baling

Waste paper recycling

recycling process
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Still from ‘Blow-Up’ (1966)
Michelangelo Antonioni

living:
20

permeable space
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Circulation
Two residential floors are
connected by a single staircase
to make a distinction between
each “set” of occupants. Main
circulation occurs through the
lift and emergency staircase to
the North-East corner.

Shear walls
Structurally supportive walls act
as a tool to create pockets within
a large open shared space. Here
they are being used as support
for kitchen appliances to conceal
necessary MEP pipes and help
to create areas of particular use.

Communal space
The South-facing corner offers a
double height communal space:
the lightest, most spacious area
in the residential layout. Smaller
shear walls define dining space,
however the plan is flexible for
occupants to shape and place
furniture at their ease.
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living:
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individual dwelling
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Individual “hostel”-type
The smallest, simplest unit in the
complex. The space functions
as a basic room with a shower
and half-bath next door. These
amenities can be shared with
all residents on the level, so is
seen as a “hostel”-type. As with
all units, there is direct access to
the internal balcony. The space
would be ideal for a young,
single working professional,
preferring a more temporary and
shared lifestyle.

02

Couple “en-suite”-type
The most private unit in the
complex. The space functions
as a large double room with
an en-suite bathroom. A shear
wall allows storage behind the
bed and an open wardrobe to
separates bed and bath. As with
all, there is direct access to the
internal balcony, with a movable
curtain screen for privacy. The
space would be ideal for couples,
young or old, comfortable with
shared communal spaces.
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Shared “jack-and-jill”-type
The most adaptable type
of unit in the complex. The
space functions as two rooms
connected yet visually separated
with a “jack-and-jill” bathroom.
There is direct access to the
internal balcony from two sides,
equipped with a railed curtain
for privacy and sun shading.

The unit is designed to be flexible
regarding its occupants. It could
house two room-mates, or a
single preferring a private living
space alongside their bedroom.
Additionally, it can be converted
into a family dwelling for one/
two parents with a single child.
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Per-mutation
Permutation extends to the building’s
structural strategy; alternating shear walls
as a central concrete core. The walls act
as freestanding fins which help to create
moments of privacy within an open plan;
permuting as they move up through the
complex. An exoskeleton steel frame
encases the building, providing the
supporting structure for the steel facade.

STRUCTURAL STRATEGY
As a hybrid structure, the concrete
core comprises of RF concrete
columns and shear walls which
sit between RF concrete slabs.
A steel frame acts to brace the
building and provides a connection
point for the movable facade.

per:
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Per-mutation
A changing facade
The outer facade consists of perforated
stainless steel mesh. Designed in a
series of sliding panels, the facade
allows the resident to manually control
their privacy to the outside and their
internal environmental conditions. The
facade constantly changes with use
and provides a permeable membrane
between residents, the productive activity
and the city. The use of perforated mesh
allows a subtle glimpse into the inner life
of the building. Situated opposite United
Wire, the mesh is a nod to one of the most
important materials in the paper making
process and a productive history on site.

ENVIRONMENTAL
STRATEGY
Two layers of double glazed
glass act as insulation; a
passive heating and cooling
space. The glazed features
are openable to the outside,
along with the movable sliding
steel mesh facade to allow
the resident to control their
own internal environment.
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Per-foration
Thermal gain

Rainwater drainage

The building is encased by an outer
buffer zone designed to optimise on
environmental performance. The space
is constructed with a double skin glass
facade. The outer glass is intentionally
not insulated to create an intermediary
climatic environment, The inner glass layer
is fully insulated using isokorp structural
insulation to avoid thermal bridge. The
area can then act as a sun space, retaining
heat through a system of direct gain. In the
case of a Scottish winter, the building can
remain fully sealed and retain its thermal
convection.

To facilitate efficient rainwater drainage,
important to a Scottish climate, both
the roof and glazed skylight are inclined
towards a central gutter. This gutter runs
along the full perimeter of the building
and transports rainwater down to the base
where it is recycled for paper making.

Shading
The facade is perforated; diffused sunlight
is able to penetrate through, allowing
the resident full control of their shading
requirements. The outer facade is manually
movable, the glazed areas comprise fully
slidable sky-frame windows, and finally, an
internal curtain can be used for additional
shading and privacy.
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Per-foration
Layering routes
A final point of perforation extends to the
residents means of moving through the
building. The main circulation zone exists
the outside buffer area, where residents
are able to access their rooms and shared
kitchen. The buffer zone has to act as a
shared space, where collective decisions
should be made on whether the windows
can remain open or closed, the facade
screens to reveal or conceal the outside.
In this way the space acts to perforate
relationships with the inhabitants, as well
as provide a semi-transparent zone to
encase the main body of the complex.

CIRCULATION
Main circulation occurs through
the lift shaft. A steel gridded
walkway connects each floor by
an emergency staircase around
the lift shaft. Each double height
residential block (indicated) is
connected by a central staircase.
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Per-spective
Situation
“Living and working “was the premise of
our unit’s studio and all of us have had to
question and alter our whole approach to
these two concepts to a different degree
than we could have ever imagined. Due
to the circumstances of COVID-19, my
situation finishing this project has taken
a radically different position from that of
when I started it. Moving home has caused
an altering of place, peers, surroundings
and design sensibilities which have all
had influence on my project’s trajectory.
I would like to view my proposal as an
antidote to our present global situation. It
presents themes that represent what we
are being denied at present and pushes
these to a level of aspiration.
Sociability
The proposal is a hopeful one; an aspiration
for immense sociability. With few private
spaces, the design is set up as a scheme
for people who like a particularly sociable
lifestyle. Amidst a COVID-19 climate
where we are being encouraged to do
the very opposite, I am presenting the
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proposal as a lifestyle I personally would
love to be leading; a look towards a future
of collaborating, sharing and socialising
after this pandemic settles.
Physicality
A critique of creating a paper production
facility is society’s rapidly accelerating
shift towards digital mediums. Print culture
and physical production is an aspect that
I think many of us have sorely missed
during this time. Paper is aspirational,
perhaps a little naive, yet I truly hope there
will be a resurgence in physical products
after this lacking period.
Reflection
As my final project to my undergraduate
degree, I wanted to take the opportunity
to reflect. It has been a challenge, yet what
I really felt it has brought is an intense
focus on clarity; priorities and design.
The concept of permeability has taken
even greater meaning within our current
context; this project aims to coalesce
technical, functional and aspirational
perspectives on this word.
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